Abstract-Based on the linear and geometric-plane features of linear programming, and the consistent quantity of nullelements for all the non-degenerate base-solutions of some linear programming problem, with the help of the new platform, constructed by the conceptions including characteristic matrix of linear programming problem, negative pivoting iteration transformation and so on, a new solution method, named as reduced-order correction algorithm by nonnegative constraints with the most-obtuse angle, is proposed in this paper. At the same time, a  -regularization method is given to avoid basis-circulating problem, which maybe take place for the reason of the degenerate phenomenon, in the process of solving linear programming. Comparing with the Simplex Method, the instance shows that it is more highly efficient for us to apply this new method to solving the linear programming problem.
INTRODUCTION
From the structure of the model, it is not difficult to find that the linear programming problem (LP for shot) has two important characteristic --linear characteristic and geometry characteristic, and also these two characteristics are all obvious. At present, according to the statistics, aiming at the problem of solving linear programming, the scholars has proposed more than one thousand kinds of algorithm! Although they belong to three different algorithms faction [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] --simplex method, ellipse method and interior point method, there is a common characteristic --geometric meaning is not obvious, that is to say, the existing algorithm does not make full use of the geometrical property of the linear programming model.
In the process of solving the LP problem with the simplex algorithm, The fundamental cause of effecting the simplex algorithm's solving efficiency and even the existing of perturbation phenomenon is the problem of matrix degradation in the process of pivoting iteration [2] (i.e. degenerate zero element occur in the feasible basic solution).For example, the example of Beale [1] is one of the most typical examples. Therefore, when we try to find a more efficient LP algorithm, which, how to eliminate the effect of matrix degradation on the algorithm becomes one of the main issue ahead of us.
The concern is, in the arbitrary feasible basic solution of LP problem (including the optimal solution.), many component values are zero element! For example, the general form of the n order LP problem in this paper (1) , because of the number of constrain surface which pass through the vertex of a feasible area is at least n , so the best solution of this problem has at least nm  zero elements [3] . That is to say, nonnegative constrained surface which pass through optimal vertex has at least nm  .According to the principle of the minimum deviation angle, for the problems of n order LP above, if the most obtuse nonnegative constrained surface corresponding to the non-negative constraint is not regular geometrical constraints, then the nonnegative constrained surface usually is the constrained surface which pass through the optimal vertex ,or at least the constrained surface which pass through optimal area! In view of the results above, might as well proceed from the original LP problem --n order LP problems, first using the equation of irregular geometrical excess ,Most-obtuse-angle and nonnegative constraint surface to implement a reduced-order to the original LP problem, then we get a 1 n  order of problems of nonnegative constraints and brief LP problem and continue to reduce order to nonnegative constraints and brief LP problem which gotten from the last step, and repeat nm  times in all, then we will get a m order nonnegative constraints and brief LP problem from the origin LP problem, then starting to search optimal solution from the m order brief problem, until finding the optimal solution of the original problem [4, 5] .
In order to make full use of the linear characteristic and geometric graphic features of LP model, and the stability of the solution based zero elements, the paper proposed linear iterative algorithm and LP algorithm whose objective function is strictly monotone in iterative process, the innovations of this study is shown in the following aspects [6] [7] [8] :
1, build a base point transfer platform which can fully reflect the LP model structure characteristics, and different from the simplex tableau --characteristic matrix and its negative rotated iterative calculations; 2, in order to eliminate the negative impact of the degradation on basis points transfer; it proposes simplex local  regularization method; 3, LP model based plane geometry features, using big obtuse nonnegative constraint surface to accelerate the search speed of the optimal poles.
II. PROPOSED SCHEME On the LP problem, the simplex method of American scholar Danteg is based on the simplex tableau, for radical transformation (rotation iterative process) and Bland rule which is a special platform, is one of the principal component algorithm. This paper is intended to solve the LP problem to construct a new LP computing platform, and on this basis, put forward a new LP PCA algorithm [9] [10] [11] .
In this section, aiming at the following right vectors  b0 and general form LP problem
Through instructing some new mathematical concepts, related properties and theorems, constructs a new mathematical operation platform for the study of LP algorithm, providing scientific and reliable support for the future search for new LP algorithm.
Definition 1
In n , we regard the super geometry which surrounded by domain interface that pass through some vertex of LP problem's feasible region and contains the feasible region as a cone. In which the vertex is called the cone vertex, and the every domain interface which round into a cone is called a conical surface of the cone.
Definition 2
In n , we regard the feasible region's cone with the extreme point of the optimal value of the LP problem as the optimal cone of the LP problem. At the same time, we regard each feasible region constraint surface which surround the optimal cone as an optimal conical surface of the cone [12] .
Definition 3
For the feasible domain of non-null and non-single point set LP problem, under the situation of the objective function and the other conditions remain unchanged, if a problem with inequality constraint changes into equality constraints, and the feasible domain of new LP problem is the empty set or a single set, then we say the inequality constrained in the original LP problem regularization and excess in geometry.
Character In the LP problem, removing the regular geometric surplus condition, the feasible region of the problem does not change, and the optimal solution of the problem will not change too [13] . Character In all the nonnegative constraint surfaces of LP problem (1), for nonnegative constrained surface, the more the number of outside law angle is, the smaller value coefficient of the corresponding decision variables in the objective function is [14] .
Theorem 1 (Distribution theorem of the number of outside normal angle) For the LP problem (1), if its feasible region is nonempty and bounded region, then the number of outside normal angle of any non -optimal cone of the feasible region is greater than that of the optimal cone surface of the minimum outside normal angle (referred to as the most obtuse angle cone) .
According to the theorem above, we can also get a descriptive proposition following:
The principle of minimum deviation angle: the constraint surface with the smaller number of the outside normal angel, (including all nonnegative constrained inside), the possibility of optimal cone it became of the LP problem is greater [15] .
Since the feasible region in the optimal cone of the problem(1) contains at least nm  nonnegative constrained surfaces, based on the minimum angle principle, in the progress of determining the possible nonnegative constrained optimal cone, in all nonnegative constraint of the problem, should proceed according to the number of outside normal angel from small to large .
Definition 5
For the LP problem (1), we call the following digital matrix:
As the characteristic matrix of the problem, we call the following parts   
as the basic solution matrix block (column) of the characteristics matrix , transfer-control-direction block (Group) and the value of coefficient blocks (column) successively, and we take every column vector of direction block as transfer-control-direction vector of   
b
(referred to as control-transfer group for the feature matrix).
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According to the definition above, consider from the structure, characteristic matrix of LP problem (1) can be divided into three functional blocks --basic solution block, direction block and forced value coefficient block, when the right vector  b0 of LP problem (1), there are some very nice algebra and geometry characteristics between its characteristic matrix of three function blocks and the function block, we can summarized as follows:
(1) Basic solution blocks representing a feasible basic solution of the LP problem (1), also representing a feasible vertex of the feasible region of the LP problem (1); (2) Column vector groups of the direction block is a special basic solutions derived from constraint equations of the LP problem, is also the transfer direction vector of the feasible region's vertex corresponding to the basic blocks of LP problem, that is as long as the vertices corresponding to the basic solution blocks is nondegenerate, it can be transferred to another vertex of feasible region nearly through any a column vector of direction in the block [15] ; (3) The value of coefficient blocks is the value vector LP problem, and also is the gradient of the objective function of LP problem, that is the fastest direction which the target function makes the LP value increased ; (4) The inner product of basic solution block and the value coefficient block show the the current vertex of LP problem corresponding objective function value.
(5) The symbolic of the inner product value of coefficient blocks and arbitrary a column matrix of direction block show the changing situation of objective function value when the based solution block corresponding to the vertices of LP problem transfer along the direction of the column vector(increase, or decrease?).
Definition 6 If some elementary column transformation of the feature matrix of LP problem meets the following conditions:
(1)Taking a negative element of a transfer and control column of feature matrix as the center transformation elements;
(2) Around the central transform element, first, through the matrix elementary transformation make the center transform element is 1, then through several matrix elementary transformation make the center row transform elements are changed into zero elements (value vectors are not always in the row elementary transformation); (3) In the transformation process, we should keep all the component elements in based solution column nonnegative.
Then we called the special elementary transformation as a negative rotation transform of the feature matrix, while the center transformation elements of which is called main rotating element of the negative rotation transformation (referred to as the rotating element) [16] [17] .
For the LP problem (1), if the right vector  b0 which is greater than 0 and has no degradation vertex (the socalled regular LP problem), then, the characteristic matrix must have the following properties:
Property 1 Every negative rotation transform process of the characteristic matrix of question (1) is a transfer process of the extreme point in the feasible region, and with the position and the transfer direction corresponding to the vertex (in three-dimensional space is a vertex of the polyhedron position and the vertex of the edge direction) synchronous change in two aspects; Property 2 Any feasible vertex of feasible region in the problem can be obtained by taking negative rotation transform with its characteristic matrix; Property 3 The characteristic matrix of problem(1) no matter taking how many times the negative rotation iterative transformation, the new matrix consist of n transfers-control column has n unit rows, and these units row corresponding basic solution column elements are all zero elements; Property 4 After taking several negative rotation transform of the feature matrix in problem (1), taking the first column of the new matrix as the center, n transfers control column vector group consists of generating basis of linear manifold which is still the LP constraint equations It is not difficult to find, the characteristic matrix of LP problem not only has function of depicted and descript the shift direction of vertex , which is simplex tableaus doesn't have. Conversely, simplex table's all features, LP feature matrix all have! The characteristic matrix also reflects the LP problem of linear and planar geometry characteristic, this is the advantage where the feature matrix of this new mathematical platform. (1),in its characteristic matrix, if the sum of every column in sub block which corresponding with total or partial degradation element zero direction blocks is less than zero, then the feasible region of this LP problem has only zero point.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. The Instruction of New Algorithm
Generally speaking for the new method for solving LP problem, we can divide the whole optimization process into three stages --simple reduced-order phase, prosolution phase and regression calibration phase. The specific tasks of each stage are as follows Simple reduced-order phase: First of all in all nonnegative constrained surface of the original problem, find out the nonnegative constrained surface which corresponding with Irregular and geometrical redundant, the number of outside normal angle minimum (in this paper referred to as the most obtuse nonnegative constrained surface), then remove nonnegative constraint which corresponding with most-obtuse-angle nonnegative constrained surface and all terms(including the previous coefficient) that contain decision variable from the original problem, we will get a new LP problem whose order is one order lower than the original problem, ( the most obtuse nonnegative constrained parsimony LP problem). For the New LP problem in the first step, repeat the same simple reduced-order processing, until the order of new LP is equal to the number of its containing constraint date, that is to say the simple stage is end, algorithm step into the pro-solution phase;
Pro-solution phase: Solving the simple LP problem gotten from the last stage to get the optimal solution of simple LP problem, and step into the regression calibration phase; Regression calibration phase: after restoring the columns and rows which unified from the optimal characteristic matrix of simple LP problem gotten from Pro-solution phase, then re-unified the original unit vector in this characteristic matrix through elementary transformation matrix, we will get a satisfactory solution with its characteristic matrix. Proceeding from the characteristic matrix, we can get the optimal solution of original LP problem through the search method of point direction and one-dimensional
B. Main Option of Algorithm
1. Determination of the redundancy of nonnegative constraint Supposed 0 k x  is the nonnegative constraint with minimum outside normal angel in currant constrain surface, to check whether it is regular and geometry excess, we can first zero vectorizate the columns and rows where the [1] element in , the [1] element is in the last-written (amount to remove one row and one column in the characteristic matrix factitiously, of course, which also amount to remove the nonnegative constraint 0 k x  and terms contain k x directly from original LP problem ,thereby reduce one order of the problem ), the transformation is expressed by matrix as follows: 
After that, check whether nonnegative constraint 0 k x  is regular and geometry excess or not (The operation equivalence as determine whether feasible region of new LP problem is single point set or not)? Yes, restore all the element zeroized, check continue; No, then proceed the option of simplify and reduced-order.
Nonnegative constrained parsimony and reducedorder operation
Supposed 0 k x  is the most obtuse nonnegative constrained surface of the current LP problem, like that ,its characteristic matrix of the most obtuse nonnegative constrained parsimony LP problem is keep the [1] element in the last-written (2) remain unchanged, while express the matrix which gotten from unified columns and rows where element in by matrix transform as follows. 2) The inner products of transfer-control vector and object vector are all less than or equal to zero (the situation of the objective function maximize.)
Obviously, the order of regularization of local small positive parameter  is make the degenerate vertex nondegenerate, eliminate the effect to iterative search process by vertex degeneration-generate a phenomenon of base perturbation 4. Determine the optimality of solution. When use this algorithm to solve LP problem, we should follow the following theorem to determine the optimality of solution:
Theorem 6 For the LP problem of a target function maximization, if we got a non-degenerate feasible-basic solution from its characteristic matrix through several negative spin iteration transform, the inner product of each vector and the target vector which in transformcontrol group of the basic feasible solution (value vector) is not greater than zero, then the non-degenerate feasible basic solutions must be the optimal solution of LP problem.
Theorem 7
For the LP problem of a target function maximization, if we got a degenerate feasible-basic solution from its characteristic matrix through several negative spin iteration transform, the inner product of each vector and the target vector which in transformcontrol group of the basic feasible solution (value vector) is not greater than zero, then the degenerate feasible basic solutions must be the optimal solution of LP problem.
Theorem 8
For the LP problem of a target function maximization, if there exist a vertex in transfer-control vertex of feasible-basic solution gotten from its characteristic matrix through several negative spin iteration transform, the inner product of this vector and the target vector is greater than zero, then the LP problem must have unbounded solution
C. Basic Steps
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Step 1 Determine whether the feasible region of original problem is empty or not? Yes, stop operation; no, step into step 2;
Step 3 check the nonnegative constraint of unchecked item which with smallest value coefficient in the current objective function to see whether it is regular geometrical excess? Yes, step into step 3; no, concluded that the corresponding constrain surface is the most obtuse and nonnegative constrained surface, and step into the step 4;
Step 3 Repeat step 2;
Step 4 Using the determined equation of the most obtuse and nonnegative constrained surface to simplify and reduced order for the current LP problem, and check the number of determine variable in the new brief LP problem to see whether it is equivalent to the number of constraint ? yes, solve it and gain the optimal solution of this brief LP problem, and step into step 5;no return step 2
Step 5 Using the optimal solution of brief LP problem gotten from step 4(corresponding with the satisfactory solution of original problem)to find the characteristic matrix of original problem by regression reduction of column and row which is unified, and step into step 6;
Step 6 using the characteristic matrix of satisfactory solution to determine whether the vertex is the optimal or not? Yes, stop operation! No, in the basis of characteristic matrix of satisfactory solution, using the searching method of one-dimension or other searching method of LP problem to find the optimal solution of LP problem, meanwhile, stop operation.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The example of Beale [1]   
(Note: the above is pro-solution phase) Analysis of the results: When use simplex method to solve LP problem , for the LP problem which is degenerate seriously, the biggest problem is the efficiency of solving process is greatly reduced and ,even there exists a medium circulation problems --perturbation phenomenon, so that can not find the optimal solution. The Beale case is a typical example, because the LP problem in Beale cases has highly degenerate character, using the simple method can't find the optimal solution. In this algorithm, because there are infinitely small positive parameter  of degenerate zero elementsregularization link, the complete eliminate the influence of finding the optimization in process, what's more, in the process of unified column vectors , kill many elements in the matrix, leading to the times of iterative calculation of rotation significantly reduced, therefore, compared with the simple method, the new algorithm in this paper has the advantage of simple operation, good stability of computation and high searching efficiency.
V. CONCLUSION
(1) Using new algorithm to solve the non-negative LP problem (1.1) of right side vector, because there is no need to distinguish the geometric redundancy of corresponding nonnegative constraint, so the search is very efficient. To other forms of LP problem, of course, we can convert the original problem into a right end vector of nonnegative, generally formed LP problem (1), then use the new algorithm to solve;
(2) Compared with the two-phase simplex method, although the new algorithm is also a two-phase algorithm, but generally, using new algorithm to find out the second phase initial vertax, who has a better quality than in the first phase, which directly reduce the iteration time of the second phase, thus making the operation greatly reduced in the whole solving process; (3) Because the new algorithm uses the simplex local  regularization, the basis points transfer will no longer complete through the "base transfer", so the negative effect of base point degradation to the transfer process is combed-out, and it better solve base circle problem of the simplex algorithm.
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